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Abstract. In this note we prove that no compact connected manifold with

boundary admits a positively expansive map.

Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and /: X —► X be a continuous

map (not always surjective). We say that / is positively expansive if there is a

constant c > 0 such that if x, y e X and x / y then d(f'(x), f'(y)) > c

for some i > 0 (c is called an expansive constant for /). The notion of

positive expansiveness is independent of the metrics compatible with original

topology, and preserved under topological conjugacy. In D. W. Curtis and

S. Miklos [3] they proved that no positively expansive map of X onto X can

be a homeomorphism if X is nontrivial and connected. In fact, whenever X

admits a positively expansive homeomorphism /, X is finite (cf. [1, 5]). This

is easily checked as follows. By a result of W. L. Reddy [10], / is expanding

with respect to some metric p for X, i.e. there exist constants ô > 0 and

0 < k < 1 such that p(x, y) < ô implies p(f~ (x), f~ (y)) < Xp(x,y).

Thus <P~ = {/"': i > 0} is uniformly equicontinuous. By a metric D defined

by D(f, g) = ma\{p(f(x), g(x)) : x e X}, <P~ is totally bounded. Let <P+ =

{/': i > 0} and define a map G: <P~ -» <P+ by Gif1) = f for i > 0. Then
G is £>-isometric. Therefore <P+ is totally bounded. Since X is compact,

<P+ is uniformly equicontinuous and so there is £ > 0 such that p(x, y) < e

implies p(f'(x), f'(y)) < c for all / > 0 ( c is an expansive constant for /).

This shows x = y and therefore x is an isolated point.

The study of positively expansive maps is an interesting subject in topological

dynamics. In [3] the following is posed: "Characterize all compact connected

manifolds which admit positively expansive maps." Our aim is to give an answer

for this problem.
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Theorem 1. No compact connected manifold with boundary admits a positively

expansive map.

M. Shub [11, 12], J. Franks [4], M. W. Hirsch [9], and M. Gromov [6] stud-

ied the problem of characterization of expanding differentiable maps on closed

smooth manifolds. In [6] M. Gromov proved finally that an expanding differ-

entiable map of an arbitrary closed smooth manifold is topologically conjugate

to an expanding infra-nil-endomorphism. On the other hand, E. M. Coven and

W. L. Reddy [2] studied positively expansive maps of closed topological mani-

folds and showed that such maps are expanding with respect to certain metrics.

Recently the author [8] generalized a result of M. Gromov [6] as follows: a

positively expansive map of an arbitrary closed topological manifold is topolog-

ically conjugate to an expanding infra-nil-endomorphism. Combining this and

Theorem 1, we can conclude the following

Theorem 2. Every compact connected manifold which admits a positively expan-

sive map is homeomorphic to an infra-nil-manifold, and such a map of an infra-

nil-manifold is topologically conjugate to an expanding infra-nil-endomorphism.

Theorem 1 will be obtained by using the following.

Lemma. Let X be a compact connected locally connected metric space and

f:X—>X be a positively expansive map. If a closed proper subset K of X

satisfies the following conditions:

(1) f(X\K)cX\K,
(2) fX\K: X\K —* X\K is an open map,

then K = <f> (compare with Theorem 3 of   [3]).

To use the lemma for the proof of Theorem 1, let M be a compact connected

manifold and d M denote the boundary of M. Suppose that M admits a

positively expansive map /. From the definition it follows that / is locally

injective. Combining this fact and Brouwer's theorem on invariance of domain,

we have that f(M\dM) c M\dM and flM\dM: M\dM -* M\dM is an open

map. Use the lemma here, then we have dM = dy.

We must prove the lemma to obtain the conclusion. Let /: X —► X be as

in the lemma. Then there exist a metric p for X and constants ô > 0 and

X > 1 such that if p(x, y) < ô then p(f(x), f(y)) > kp(x, y). This is proved

in the same way as in [10] (notice that / is not always surjective). For e > 0

and x G X, let Uf(x) = {y e X: p(x, y) < e} and denote by Cf(x) the

connected component of x in U((x). Obviously Cf(x) is open in X. Since

X is locally arcwise connected (Theorem 6.29 of [7]), we have that Cf (x) is

arcwise connected.

We first check the following claim: Let 0 < e < Ô/2 and x e X\K. If

Cf(x) c X\K, then f(Cf(x)) D CX((f(x)).
Assume y e CX((f(x))\f(C((x)) ^ 0. Since CXf(f(x)) is arcwise connected,

there exists an arc w: [0, 1] —> CXt(f(x)) such that w(0) = f(x) and w(l)=y.
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Since Cf(x) c X\K, f(Ct(x)) is open in X by (2). Obviously w(0) = f(x) e

f(Ce(x)). Hence we can take 0 < t0 < 1 such that co([0, t0)) C f(Ct(x)) and

w(t0) £ f(Cf(x)). Then ey([0, t0]) c /(Cf(x)) where f(Ce(x)) denotes the

closure of f(Ce(x)) in X .

Obviously f(Cf (x)) = f(C((x)). Since Ce(x) c Ug/2(x), by the choice of

á we have that /l^y: Cf (x) -♦ /(Ce(x)) is injective, and so f\cj^: C£(x) -►

f(Cf(x)) is a homeomorphism. Since &>([0, /0]) c f(Ce(x)), we can find an

arc w: [0, f0] -♦ Cf(x) such that /o5> = oz. Note that <y([0, í0)) C /(Ce(x)).

Then we have that C/J([0, tQ)) c Ce(x). Since oz(z;0) ̂  /(Ce(x)), obviously

w(i0) £ Cf(x).

On the other hand, since w(t0) e CXe(f(x)), we have

Xp(w(tQ), x) < p(w(t0), f(x)) < kt ,

and so w(t0) e Ue(x).   Combining this and the fact that x G <ï>([0, t0)) c

Ct(x) c Uf(x), we have that w(t0) e Ce(x), thus a contradiction.

We proceed to the proof of the lemma. For e > 0 let

X(c) = {xe X\K: Cc(x) c X\K}.

Since 7C is a closed proper subset of X, there exist 0 < e0 < ô/2 such that

X(e0) / 0. Assume that K ± <\>. Obviously X (e0) § X. Let x G X(e0).

Then Ce (x) c X\7C. From the above claim f(Ce (x)) D CXf (f(x)). Hence

CM (/(x)°) c X\K by (1) and so f(x) e X(Xc0). Therefore f(X(eQ)) C

X(le0).
It is easily checked that X(Xe0) c X(pe0) c X(e0) for 1 < p < X. We

show that X(Xe0) c ^(/zCq) . To do this, let {x;}(>0 be a sequence of X(Xe0)

and let x¡ -* x e X as z —► oo. Obviously [/    (x) c £/,   (x,) for sufficiently
i /*fc0 0

large i. Since C,„ (x) is oepn in X, we may assume that x, G C    (x). Then
Z*eo '_Z*fo

C    (x) c CXi (x(.), which implies x G A"(//e0). Therefore X(Xe0) c X(/¿e0).

Consequently we have

f(Xj^j) = f(X(e0)) c XJm C *(/^0) c ^(eo)-

Hence T = n,>o/'Weo)) *s a nonempty closed set and f(Y) = Y. Since

y c ^(e0) § X and A' is connected, obviously Y is not open in X .

For A c X and a > 0 let 7Va(^) = \JaeA Ca(a). Then we have Nlft_l)e (Y)

c ^(e0). This is checked as follows. Let z e Y and x e C, x)( (z). Then

C (x) c C (z). Since z G Y c X(/ien), C (x) C C (z) c X\K and so

xG*(e0). _

By the above result Y c ¿VL 1)4 (T) c .Y(e0). Since /(y) = y , we have

;>0 (>0

and hence Y = f]l>0f'(N{p_XK(Y)).
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On the other hand, let z e Y. Then Cifl_x)t (z) c C   (z) c X\K. From

the claim we have f(Clfl_X)e (z)) D CX(fi_X)( (f(z)).  Hence f(N{fi_x)eg(Y)) D

NM,-xK^ => N(p-xKW  (°since /(y) = Y-)  Therefore  Y = N^^Y).

This implies that Y is open in X . We arrived at a contradiction.
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